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Part I 

Answer all 28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. For each statement or question, choose the word or expression that, of 
those given, best completes the statement or answers the question. Record your answers on 
your separate answer sheet. [56] 

1 A rectangular prism is shown in the diagram below. 

H 

E~~----------~~~ ' ... ,-< 

I 
I 

I I.,.,.. 

A 

... ... ... 
... ... 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
B 

G 

c 

Which pair of line segments would always be both congruent and 
parallel? 

(·1) AC and FB 

(2) FB mid DB 

(3) HF andAC 

@ DBandHF 

2 In parallelogram QRST, diagonal QS is drawn. Which statement 
must always be true? {l ) 
(1) 6QRS is an isosceles triangle . 

. ~ 6STQ is an acute triangle. 

~6STQ~6QRS 

(4) QS ~ QT 
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Use this space for 
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3 In the diagram below of circle 0, diameter AB and chord CD intersect 
atE. 

A 

5fi5 

B 

If AB l. CD, which statement is always true? 
,..--.... --.. --.. ,..--.... 

(1) AC:::::: BD (3) AD:::::: BC 

@EB:::::: iiD 
,..--.... ,..--.... 

(2) BD:::::: DA 

Use this space for 
computations. 

4 What is an equation of the line that passes through ( -9,12) and is 
1 I All,..,.-'3 

perpendicular to the line whose equation is y = 3x + 6? f\'1 t --5" r ·...,... 

~ y = ~X + 15 (3) y = ~X - 13 l 
~ y = -3x - 15 (4) y = -3x + 27 y ''MY. {- 1 

I 1-" ~ 3 (:<1 1 h 
P-' J.tt-l, 

~ l c; 1 :b 
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5 In the diagram below, under which transformation is .6.X'Y'Z' the 
image of .6.XYZ? 

( l) dilation 

(2) reflection 

y 

@rotation 

( 4) translation 

6 \Vhat is the solution of the system of equations y - x = .5 and 
y = x2+ .5? 

(@> (0,5) and (1,6) 

(2) (0,5) and ( -1,6) 

x 
/\ 

( 
X \, 

.. 

[r,;, 
.7 {;• 
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v 
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(3) (2,9) and ( -1,4) 

(4) ( -2,9) and ( -1,4) 

:i t 
'/ () 

"5 

!J 6 
'j 

[4] 
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7 In the diagram below, parallelogram ABCD has vertices A(l,3), 
B(5,7), C(l0,7), and D(6,3). Diagonals AC and BD intersect at E. 

A D 

(Not drawn to scale) 

\Vhat are the coordinates of point E? 
"""-::-:'") 

(l) (O.E5,2) ~~~j/(5 .. 5,5) 

(2) (4.5,2) (4) (7 .. 5,7) 

8 Right triangle ABC is shown in the graph below. 

y 

c 10 

( 

After a reflection over they-axis, the image of D.ABC is D.A'B'C'. 
Which statement is not true? 

(1) BC:::: B'C' 

(2) A'B' .l B'C' 

Geometry - Aug. '14 

(3) AB = A'B' 

(0j) AC II A'C' 

[.5] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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9 What is an equation of circle 0 shown in the graph below? 

(1) (x - 2)2 + (y + 4)2 = 4 

(2) (x - 2)2 + (y + 4)2 = 16 

(3) (x + 2)2 + (y - 4)2 = 4 ® (x + 2)2 + (y - 4)2 = 16 

y 

X 

10 In the diagram below of right triangle ABC, an altitude is drawn to 

the hypotenuse AB. 

c 

8~----------~~~~A 

1----C----1 

Which proportion would always represent a correct relationship of 
the segments? 

(1) c = z GJ~=L z 1J _, z 1J 

(2) c = a (4) JL = b 
a 1J b X 
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11 Quadrilateral ABCD is graphed on the set of axes below. 

y 

! 

lli J~ "' r 
Jr\ 

( !fl' l 
J \ 

A 'I C--
1\ 

1J.I' I 1t 

--!--r-- - _[ - ~ f -- - -- --
X 

"l 0 r\ 

d f--'1 'd" 
I 

--# t-- -- --

Which quadrilateral best _c9tssifies ABCD? 1 ~.. 1 <!,'~5 J.- (XM'¥1 0t- (;:;} ~ -_.l-1 t/-,._. I 

(1) trapezoidpMtt~t'lvl c;~ ~ rhombus/ ~ k-+ 
(2) rectangle(\} 0 yl q kt (4) square~ 0 Vl ~ 

an~l0 qn9/15 

12 Circle 0 is represented by the equation (x + 3)2 + (y - 5)2 = 48. 
The coordinates of the center and the length of the radius of 
~le 0 are 

@)' ( -3,5) and 4./3 (3) (3, -5) and 4./3 

(2) ( -3,5) and 24 (4) (3, -5) and 24 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [7] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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13 In the diagram below of circle 0, chord AB is parallel to chord CD. 

,.--.... ,.--.... 

A correct justification for mAC = mBD in circle 0 is 

@ parallel chords intercept congruent arcs 

(2) congruent chords intercept congruent arcs 

(3) if two chords are parallel, then they are congruent 

( 4) if two chords are equidistant from the center, then the arcs they 
intercept are congruent 

14 What is the slope of a line perpendicular to the line whose equ~tion 
is 3x - 1y + 14 = 0? JVI .:; -:ti-s ::1- 5 
(1) ~ (3) 3 l3 / 7 

7 

a-~ (4)-~ MJ_.-.:s-

15 Line segmentAB has endpoint A located at the origin. Line segmentAB 
is longest when the coordinates of B are ,. tfiJ:--
~(3,7)~? & (3) (-6,4)13 6 + 1~ / 1' 
@:j)(2,-B'J{it!-Gif,1{T (4) (-5,-s)<{;pft)J)t 1 ')o 
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16 In l::::.FGH, mLF = mLH, GF = x + 40, HF = 3x - 20, and 

GH = 2x + 20. The length of GH is 

(1) 20 @6o 
~+Yo$ ?.-x+P 

'ifb ~ X ~)~ ~)00 

6H <:J.-LJ-pJ + kJ '6D 

17 In the diagram below of quadrilateral ABCD, diagonals AEC and 
BED are perpendicular at E. 

D 

8 

Which statement is always true based on the given information? 

(1) DE:::::: EB 

(2) AD::::: AB 

(3) LDAC :::::: LBAC 

@LAED::::::LCED 

18 Which set of numbers could represent the lengths of the sides of a 
right triangle? 

(1) {2, 3, 4} 

(2) {5, 9, 13} 

(3) {7, 7, 12} 

@ {8, 15, 17} 

~').. +-) s_,_~ 11 ~ 

19 In quadrilateral ABCD, the diagonals bisect its angles. If the diagonals 
are not congruent, quadrilateral ABCD must be a 

(1) square @rhombus 

(2) rectangle ( 4) trapezoid 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [9] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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20. Line m and point Pare shown in the graph below. 

y 

X 

Which equation represents the line passing through P and parallel 
to line m? 

(1) y - 3 = 2(x + 2) 

@y + 2 = 2(x - 3) 

1 (3) y - 3 = -2(x + 2) 

1 (4) y + 2 = -2(x - 3) 

2l~ich compound statement is true? 

\Q)J A square has four sides or a hexagon has eight sides. 

(2) A square has four sides and a hexagon has eight sides. 

(3) If a square has four sides, then a hexagon has eight sides. 

( 4) A square has four sides if and only if a hexagon has eight sides. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [10] 

Use this space for 
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22 In L.CAT, mLC = 65, mLA = 40, and B is a point on side CA, such 

that TB J. CA. \Vhieh line segment is shortest? C 6 
(1) CT (3) TB 

@ BC (4) AT 

T 

23 In the diagram of !::,ABC below, DE II BC, AD = 3, DB = 2, and 
DE =6. 

) 
) ~·· 

K 
·~ > 3 
/t"> } 

\Vhat is the length of BC '? 

(1) 12 (3) 8 

@ 10 (4) 4 

fWl LC.;;/3° 
24 In !::,ABC, an exterior angle at C measures 50°. If mLA > 30, which 

inequality must be true? 

~mLB <20 

(2) mLB > 20 

Geometry- Aug. '14 

(3) mLBCA < 130 

(4) mLBCA > 130 

[11] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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25 Which graph represents the graph of the equation (x - 1)2 + y2 = 4? 

y 

X 

(1) (3) 

y y 

(4) 

26 The equations of lines k, p, and m are given below: M ~ 

k:x + 2y = 6 .... i 
p: 6x + 3y = 12 ; £::. .. '). 
m: -x + 2y = 10 J .. ? 

?-
Which statement is true? 

@pl_m (3)kllp 

(2) ml_ k (4) m II k 
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27 Peach Street and Cherry Street are parallel. Apple Street intersects 
Use this space for 

computations. 
them, as shown in the diagram below. 

Apple Street 
:lx + ~G t 7 X -- q ' I ~6 

q'x-t~7-; l~O 
Peach Street 

Cherry Street 

IfmL1 = 2x + 36 and mL2 = 1x- 9, what is mL1? 

(1) 9 
(2) 17 

~54 
0570 

28 A regular pyramid has a height of 12 centimeters and aQbase. 
If the volume of the pyramid is 256 cubic centimeter~ many 
~timeters are in the length of one side of its base? 

~ 8 (3) 32 

(2) 16 (4) 64 

v? J8h 
2 ~b> t ~ ,))-

bY- > G 
'?~5' 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [13] 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer. will receive.~~ credifs. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with. no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

29 Triangle ABC has coordinates A( -2,1), B(3,1), and C(O, -3). On the set of axes below, graph and 
label.6.A'B'C', the image of .6.ABC aft~t a dilation of)2. '(O 6\ 

A'(-~)) 6'{6/J-. c J-) 

y 

X 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [14] 



30 In the diagram below of 6.ABC, DE and DF are midsegments. 

B 

A q c 
(Not drawn to scale) 

If DE = 9, and BC = 17, determine and state the perimeter of quadrilateral FDEC. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [15] [OVER] 



31 The image of 6.ABC under a translation is 6.A'B'C'. Under this translation, B(3, -2) maps onto 
B'(l, -1). Using this translation, the coordinates of image A' are ( -2,2). Determine and state the 
coordinates of point A. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [16] 



32 As shown in the diagram below, quadrilateral DEFG is inscribed in a circle and mLD = 86 . 

.....---.... 
Determine and state mGFE. 

Determine and state mLF. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [17] [OVER] 



33 In the diagram below, QM is a median of triangle PQR and point Cis the centroid of triangle PQR. 

Q 

M R 

If QC = 5x and CM = x + 12, determine and state the length of QM. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 
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34 The sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon is 540°. Determine and state the number of 
degrees in one interior angle of the polygon. 

Geometry .... Aug. '14 

l~L~-~ ~ c;Lf6 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

35 Given: MT and HA intersect at B, MA II HT, and MT bisects HA 

H 

Prove: MA ::::: HT 

)~ /J 1' 611 aM 

S Ll fYlA f? ~ 6 f /fB 

G) {iiA.E f(f 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [20] 



36 A right circular cone has an altitude of 10ft and the diameter of the base is 6ft as shown in the 
diagram below. Determine and state the lateral area of the cone, to the nearest tenth of a square 
foot. 

Geometry- Aug. '14 

L ~ 1J, J 

~frtJ){wcy 
~ 9 8v tf 
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37 Use a compass and straightedge to divide line segment AB below into four congruent parts. 
[Leave all construction marks.] 

Geometry- Aug. '14 [22] 



Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. The answer 
should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should he done in pencil. [ 6] 

38 On the set of axes below, graph the locus of points 5 units from the point (3, -2). 

Write an equation that rer,resents this locus. 
,~ ""-) /# \~ l ~ ~) J ('~ ) ; 

On the same set of axes, graph the locus of points equidistant from the poin,.ts (0, -6) and (2, -4). 

Write an equation that represents this locus. fl/l ::. ~ _§ .~· --~~L ~' - . l 
C) 

State the coordinates of all points that satisfy both conditions. 
{ 

"' I 

y 
('" 
) ? 

J 
0 
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